Drawings
One of the things that María enjoys most is me drawing
the people she knows. This time I’ve come prepared. As
well as my sketchpad, I’ve brought a laminated set of
drawings of all her friends and relatives. She loves to
point out and name everyone.
María’s class

These are her classmates at school in the Canary
Islands, where she’s the only princess surrounded by
the boys. Her favorite game is to repeat over and over
the line-up of her own personal teams: classmates,
teachers, uncles and aunts, cousins and so on.

Faces
María’s infectious laugh lights up the whole room.

At first, you might assume that not much interests
María, but I think that’s because we don’t
understand her.
By repeating the names of all the people she's met
(including those who are no longer around), MarÍa
is able to reassure herself that everything is in
order and the world is a safe place. I often lack
this blind faith that she has in people.
Faces I don’t like to see
when people look at María

These are the faces that people make when, for
example, MarÍa makes a scene in a restaurant
because she’s nervous or because I tell her not
to eat so fast. These faces make me sad and
sometimes annoy me.

pretty!

Elia is

No,
María!

René is
uUUgly!

Sometimes I’d like to tell them, too:
No,
ma’am!

Unique
The other day, among the T-shirts that María’s mother
had packed for her, there was one that seemed ideal
for the situation:
Red
cotton

Impossible not to notice!

Shiny letters!

I put it on her so that she’d be the Queen of the
Dining Room, but I don’t think anyone got the message.
That’s the thing about María: SHE is the star, not
the T-shirts she wears.

I think of this song by
Kevin Johansen when I
see María on the beach
playing with the sand. For
hours on end, she lets the
grains slip through her
hand, right in front of
her eyes, as if she can see
the thing that we are all
desperately looking for.
This is one of María’s favorite rituals. She’s done it
since she was very small.

I am an imaginative person and I
fantasize that María can see the
composition of atoms, or maybe see
new worlds or stars...or maybe just
falling sand. But María is happy when
the sand is passing through her fingers.
Watching grains of sand fall for hours
and hours...like a clock slowly ticking.
Everything is falling into place.
Sometimes she pauses her game to make an important
announcement. I think she does this just to let us
know that she’s still there.

René has
a horse

Leti got
mad

Ceiba pinched
me!

Martita got
into trouble
Kevin’s mom came

Comic interlude
After throwing a ball at me on the
beach, an islander took me for a
foreigner and said “Sorry” in English.
Just like that, I passed from “Godo”
to “Peninsular” to foreigner. My
recently acquired lobster coloring
grants me the same status as my
fellow guests at the Dorado Beach.
I must learn some German and then
I’ll really fit in!
Now María is asleep.
She has fallen asleep hugging
her pillow as usual.

After our morning walk, the
hotel breakfast, three hours at
the pool, lunch, the journey to the beach, four hours of
sand play at the beach, a walk round the town to build
up an appetite and then the buffet, María has run out
of battery. I have too!
Godo: pejorative Canarian term for a Spanish tourist.
Peninsular: somewhat better...an acceptable Spanish mainlander.

Lists
Today’s lists of people have been like questions in a TV
show where I have to guess who María is talking about.
They could be the kids from her class (I already know
who they are) or they could be the kids who went to
camp, or those at the water festival...as well as their
mothers’ full names.
Gulp!
...and now name
everyone in his class.

...and to think, I failed at
school for not remembering
the Kings and Queens of Spain,
and the rivers of the world,
and other lists of general
knowledge.
Every morning, although it’s strictly forbidden, the
guests in the hotel put their towels on the sun
loungers to save their spot. It’s like a small
investment in the future: let nobody take away our
place in the sun!

At the beginning of every day in this second-rate
refugee camp, the public address system comes to life
with static interference.
KKKKRR...Ladies and gentlemen, welcome...KKKKKRR

More static noise. Everyone stops to listen.
Today at 12 noon, the waterpolo championship...
(The same message in German)...Silence...
Anyone for waterpolo?
Embarrassed silence...static noise again.
Adult and children’s darts competition
Long silence...anyone for darts?
Nobody gets up. The German national team is exhausted
after a night of karaoke.
Time for another daiquiri!

Waiter!

Me

María

As well as strong, thick hair - mine white, hers
black - María has also inherited the family nose
and a round face, with her mother’s dimples. We
also share certain peculiarities and habits - mine
I have invented, and hers are a mixture of her
Autism and being stubborn like her grandmother.
We are both reluctant to change and we want
everything to be in its place.

Food
Walks

Pool

Canaries

Photos

Barcelona

Friends

Sand

Names
Swimming

Questions

Birthdays

Other Stuff

Itineraries
When María and I meet up somewhere in the Canary
Islands or in Barcelona, we make up rituals and
itineraries that we’re both happy with (in case I haven’t
already said this, once something's been decided upon,
María doesn’t like changes to the schedule). For example:
8am We get up
María always speaks in
the third person and the
imperative.

Get up!

Breakfast

Café au lait for
me (essential)

Walk round
the town

10.30am
Return
to hotel

María
wants
to eat!

Always this route

Pool

2pm
Lunch

3 hours

Siesta
María looks at
her drawings

All this in preparation for the highlight of the day:

The Beach

Loaded with towels,
water, buckets and
bananas, we take a
taxi to the beach.

Except one day
when we decide to
take the deadly bus.
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Before we can even
sit down
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The beach!

Never again by bus

Never
again

But at last we’re
at the beach and
there’s tons of
sand to play with...

And again there are those looks. Always those looks.

Anyway! ... It’s party time at the Dorado Beach!
Another wonderful sunny day!

It’s raining cats and dogs on the mainland - The
floats in the Holy Week processions are being rowed
through the streets! Everyone is looking glumly at
the cloud-covered beaches. But not here! We’ve got
plenty of sun.
Besides, today we have...aquagym! Darts! Water polo!
Bingo! Karaoke! And rifle shooting!!

Fishes
What to do on a day like today? I only have two days
left with María in this tropical paradise.

After the breakfast buffet and our walk round the
town, it’s time to get our bag ready for the pool.

Sun cream

Swimming goggles

(there’s enough chlorine
in the pool to kill a herd
of elephants)

Caps to keep
the sun off

Notebook for me
Notebook full of
names for María

Towels for both of us,
mine being the more
vintage of the two

Wet wipes,
just in case

Another thing María and I have in common is our
love of water. We are both fish! In María’s case,
though, the water has to be warm, as she’s a
rather delicate fish!

In the water we are happy!
María is fine in the water and swims in her own
way. She loves trying to drown people as a joke
and drinking the pool water. Sometimes I go under
and carry her on my back like a giant turtle.

Downtime
Sometimes María gets bored with all the regular
stuff that’s happening in her life: school, the park,
eating, the beach and visiting people and places. She
doesn’t read or watch TV much, and there are few
things that really catch her attention. That’s when
María goes into herself and starts a dance with her
hands and her arms. She sometimes hits herself on
the chin or on the shoulders. This stimming seems
to follow some inner rhythm and is difficult to stop
unless you can offer her a definite alternative.
Puts The palm of
one hand over the
back of the other

Hits herself
on the chin

Bangs her
hands together
like this

Hits herself
on the neck

Claps

Makes strange
movements with
her hand

All of this is accompanied by a screech that other
people find very disturbing, but I’m used to it.
Stimming: repetition of an action in a
constant and seemingly meaningless way.

A wall surrounds María

A wall seems to surround María when people come
across her for the first time. It’s a wall of fear
of the unknown. Nobody knows what to do or how
to behave at first; however, people who get to
know María, even briefly, are enchanted to find
that the wall they'd built up is not that high. It’s
true that María is very sensitive to rejection, and
she’ll only get close to those who are prepared
to pay attention to her and listen to her. But
I’ve known people fall in love with María after
having only spoken with her for a little while and
realized it isn’t that difficult to communicate.
María is direct, honest and sincere and trusts
(almost) everyone, and if she smiles at you,…
well, you’ve got it made. But be careful, my
friends...María is not for the fainthearted. If she
doesn’t like you (or if she likes you a lot)...
She’ll pinch hard!!

María doesn’t have normal conversations; they
always follow certain rigid forms that she likes
to stick to. One part of her speech is made up of her
lists of names, which are the keys to her memories
of things she has done. They are perfectly stored in
ordered boxes. It’s like when you remember a special
movie and the person you’re with also remembers:
you both share an emotion. It works like this with
María: the names she says are connected to her
memories. They are the end of a long piece of string
that connects her to a birthday party, to her class
at school, to a particular family. Each memory has
its integral parts. She never forgets a single one.
That is María’s gift: an extraordinary memory for
people. The rest of María’s speech is made up of set
phrases related to the situation.
Her speciality is family lists: cousins, uncles and
aunts, friends and then, taken out from the very
bottom of one of her boxes, the name of someone
that even you had forgotten about (not all that
unusual in my case), followed by her overjoyed
expression when she sees that you are amazed at
her memory. This, my friends, is gold. Moments of
pride with María are not measured by the standards
of other parents, but on a different scale. Any
advance, any smile is a great source of joy for
those around María. And María never fails to give us
reasons to rejoice.

A typical conversation with María
Who?

Marcos.
Who’s he?
A friend.

Richard
I don’t...

Of course! Richard!

Yopledee!!

Marcos?

Marcos

Who?

Alfredo!

You remember
Alfredo!

How on earth do
you remember...?!

I don’t know who
Richard is, María

Who?

Hmm. Yopledee...yes
You remember
Yopledee!

I can see that
you remember
Alfredo.

Richard
You
remember
Richard

José, Luís, Pilar, Leo, Susi,
Simón, Pilarín, Yeremai,
Ami, Keni, Machuca, Diana,
Isra, Hanoch, Janet,
Marta, Guasi, Fabi, Román,
Paco, Ima, Ceiba...

have for
What did you
ría?
lunch today, Ma

it me!
Lili h

What did you eat
today, María?

She Hit
me.

Lili hit you?

What did you have for
lunch today, María?
Lili hit me!

Will you tell me
what you had for
lunch, María?
Lily Hit
me!

Let me get her!

María, what have
you eaten today?
Lili hit
me!

What have you
eaten, Maríaaa?

it me!
Lili h

Let’s go to
the park.

Let me
get her!

You want to go
to the park?

Spaghetti and
chicken!

Aren’t we the best
pair of comedians
ever!

